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“Skirt and blouse” 

(a three-stanza poem) 

 

Skirt and blouse everywhere, 

Some ugly, others beautiful, yet all skirts anyway. 

All sleek and tender, robust and shimmy all the same 

Made from the same source, yet differs a while with inner straight and is strong at ill 

Skirts and blouse everywhere 

While some disguise themselves as men 

Their feminine nature gives them away before men. 

So perfect a creature and drives one crazy like red wine 

Call them swine you will be in ruin. 

The creator made them to please the physical eye 

And on the other hand, trouble the mind’s eye 

When they get hold of their prey 

With visible proboscis, suck them dry. 

 

Jealous creature that inspire some and make many cry 

How can one escape their aphrodisiac? 

The mighty and strong fell at the feet 

In this, the mighty Troy and Achilles come to mind 

Or to talk about the wisest Solomon  

Or the fall of which the mighty king David could not prevent 
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Skirt and blouse everywhere 

In a ratio of five is to one 

Learn to love and respect the, never underestimate them. 

Cos that will be to your own peril 

And no one will be there to help you 

 

This is a type of poem called satire. It criticizes the female folk both big and small. Some 

pretty, tender looking while others a too fat and tiny, yet the same god made them all. 

They are everywhere, strong, and weak alike. Some present themselves as men, but at 

slightest chance, they themselves prove weaker sex. 

The creator smeared them with pleasant qualities that make them look appetizing, 

delicious, and inviting. Each keeps somebody sleepless at night. So, the poet says that 

they must be love and appreciated and never to be underestimated or they will catch and 

sap their victim dry.   

That some great men of old like the biblical king Solomon, the wisest man of his time 

was brought down to his feet by skirt who came from different nationalities, the Jews 

and idol worshipers. King David, the man after God’s heart was destroyed along with 

his kingdom and entire generation by having affair with the pretty wife of Uria who he 

later killed while trying to cover his sin. General Abacha – a military leader died at the 

feet of a woman while eating apple; this is what Skirt and Blouse have got to do. 

 

A poem of 18 lines – Rhyming scheme 

Stanza 1 – 

Line 1 where  a 

Line 2 anyway a 

Line 3 same  b 

Line 4 while  a 

Line 5 will  a 
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Stanza 2 –  

Line 1 where  a 

Line 2 men  b 

Line 3 men  b 

Line 4 wine  a 

Line 5 ruin  b 

Line 6 eye  a 

Line 7 eye  a 

Line 8 prey  b 

Line 9 dry  a 

Line 10 aphrodisiac   a 

Line 11 feet  c 

Rhyme – aab, aaa, bba, baa, baa, baac 

Diction – the language is simple and understandable. 

The word ‘Skirt’ was used several times so as to satirize women folk and make them 

take corrections. He never addressed them as women. 

 

ASSIGNMENT 

1. State and explain predominant figure of speech use in the poem 
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Poem No. 2 

HEROE DIE FOR ME 

I am a flag 

I look down upon this land called Nigeria 

I have been here sin e this great nation was formed 

 

I have seen each day pass away 

I have seen the heroes die for me 

For my country 

 

Thank you all those of you 

Who have kept our flag flying in the breeze 

Keeping this country Nigeria united as one Nigeria. 

 

Thank you all those of you who  

Have ever fought  

I am ever grateful for you. 

You risked everything; you faced death and everyday 

 

Faced fear, faced many terrible things 

Filling the sky, echoing from the hills. 

They find their way to the graveyard. 

And to all of you that are still living 

You are special kind of people 
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To anyone who has ever served this country, 

And to those serving today thank you 

As I watch life from atop my flagpole,  

As I think of all you have done, my feelings become too powerful for words. 

And all I can say is thank you 

  

 A three-verse poem 

Hero is a great brave man. The female is heroine 

 

Stanza 1 – a figure called flag looked down from above and acknowledge an entity 

capped Nigeria that has existed far into remote time.  

Stanza 2 – he appreciates the heroes that had lived. 1 – 3.  

Line 8 – 10. He appreciates the efforts that keeps Nigeria united.  

Lines 11 – 14. Appreciates the actual; heroes who are the security men and women 

watching the nation. 

Lines 15 – 18. The flag recognized those who defiled death in battles over this nation 

Nigeria. 

Lines 19 – 23. He thanked them for their fearlessness especially those who are still alive. 

He/she sees all as people of his pride.  

As omnipresent, he/she sees all their services and gives thanks. He says that he/she could 

not see a word rich enough to express his heart-felt appreciation to his heroes/heroine – 

28 lines. 

1. The tone of the poem – Appreciation 

2. There are eight stanzas 

3. Another theme of this poem is Appreciation for my heroes/heroine  

4. The theme of this poem is an encouragement to future heroine/heroines. 
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Drama – Drama in Five Acts 

The MILLENIUM DANCE 

by S. C Nnadozie 

A drama is a literary piece in which characters are made to assume different parts and 

perform, as assigned, on stage. In this selected text, we have the cast as follows. 

a. King Moha – king of Dim kingdom and father of Mohanna 

b. Mohanna – prince of Dim Kingdom and nephew of Omachi 

c. Osodieme – wife of the king 

d. Omachi – Uncle of Mohanna and brother of Osodieme 

e. Adadimma – proposed wife of Mohanna 

f. Nedu – son of Adadimma 

g. Nnaoma – father of Uzo (a bar maid) 

h. Mma – friend of Uzo 

i. Ma Iya – owner of the bar 

j. Ladies – ladies of the queen’s chamber 

k. 1st voice – spiritual voice of Uzoh 

l. 2nd voice – spiritual voice of Mma 

m. Nneoma – mother of Adadimma 

n. Ugoji – father of Adadimma 

o. Ogamba – town crier 

p. Anazodo – wrestler/jester 

q. Ikedi – brother of Adadimma 

r. Uche – friend of Azodo 

s. Tonna – former schoolteacher of Obinna 

t. Ozara – king’s bodyguard 

u. Ukodi – a bereaved who is desirous of finding a new husband 

v. Nnenne – a deaf and dumb eldest woman in Dim.  

 

At the opening of this drama, we saw the prince of Dim, Mohanna having a nice time at 

a hotel bar with a bar maid named Uzo.  

After a few minutes, she urged Johanna to drink on. When the prince became tipsy, she 

brought out two rings from her breast pocket and offered one to the prince telling him 

that they are bounded to me married; life goes on.  

Back home, Adadimma who is the proposed wife to prince Johanna is languishing at 

home  complaining about the way Mohanna put her in a family after their Millennium 

Dance and left the Dim Kingdom without offering even kola nut and drinks in the 
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traditional way. Above all, she was carrying the circumstantial boy on her back without 

the parents of the prince caring. He calls the boy Nedu.  

In the process of that, the village women and local chiefs meet in the king’s palace 

demanding to know who shield succeed the man, Moha, should he die tomorrow. He 

claimed to be too young to die but, that led to his people – wife brother Omachi, Azodo 

the wrestler and king palace jester as well as others going to the urban town in search of 

the prince. The king advised Azodo to develop broad shoulders and make sure that his 

son Mohanna is brought home. 

Ogamba the village town criers beat a gong inviting every woman (young girls) to come 

out for a dance to choose a wife for the prince since the first one conducted has failed. 

However, those who apply makeups won’t be allowed. We see the parents of Adadimma 

(the poorly handled dancer at the first millennium dance) rushing down to the family 

square. The dance was at its full wig when Adadimma rushed into the dance arena and 

out danced all others. Adadimma displayed such agility that influence the king and his 

wife Osodieme that they sent Adadimma with a search party to the city and bring back 

the prince.  

The team headed by Azodo arrived the place called Obioma by a boat. They were 

harassed by police inspector Mako who fires a gun into the air to frighten the team but 

Azodo who is the king jester demonstrated an acrobatic step that kade the inspector to 

relax. The police demanded money (Murtala, Azikiwe – people in Nigeria currencies) 

but received nothing later.  

On arrival, they see Mohanna running into a hotel bar where Uzo trapped him. On seeing 

his people, he cried. Help! Help! Help! He dives under a table and hides from his people. 

On hearing this, Iya Maya, Uzo and her bar maid friend tried their black power to 

prevent Mohanna from being taken home by the search party. 

When they went into the bar, there was a long stretch of struggle but Uzo and his group 

got defeated. Thank God for Fr. Joe who conducted deliverance on Uzo and Mohanna. 

Later, Johanna weds Adadimma and they live together with their unplanned-for son.  

Themes in the millennium dance 

1. Prostitution 

At the opening, we see Ukodi at the neck often asking them to come and marry 

her because she is a win. She begged Nnaoma, Uzo’s father to try everything 

possible to marry her because she needs a man’s protection.  

We equally saw Mohanna flirting with Uzo, a bar maid that trapped him with 

dark powers and tried to possess him for ever if not to the intervention of Fr. Joe. 

We equally see Azodo (the wrestler and King’s jester foiling about with Uche). 
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2. Theme of community responsibility 

Mohana shows a lot of irresponsibility. First, he put a woman in the family way 

and abandoned her with their baby boy for a complete four years. It was when the 

queen’s friends and villagers and rumour peddlers started raising alarms that 

efforts were made to settle the matter.  

Azodo is another irresponsible fellow. imagine that in his Grey hairs, h had no 

wife rather, he moved from one woman to another changing them like wrapper. 

He kept on messing openly with a woman called Uche who has no element of 

shame on her face.  

3. Theme of marriage 

Mohana married twice.  Ukodi married, lost her husband yet wen t about begging 

for another one as if it was a do-or-die affair. 

4. Theme of deliverance 

Fr. Joe delivered Mohanna who was wasting his life at Ma Iya hotel bar. He 

equally delivered him from the destructive demon planted in him by Uzo and her 

mistress.  

5. Theme of craftiness 

Azodo solved many problems in the king’s palace several times using craftiness. 

When the chiefs revolt against the king, e craftily amend the situation. When the 

policeman disrupted their journey, he saves the situation from escalating.  

ASSIGNMENT 

(1) Write a short note on Dim Kingdom 

(2) Describe Mohanna as an unworthy successor to take over from his father, Moha. 

(3) Write out at least three themes in this work 

(4) What do you understand by ‘drama’? Write out the characteristics of drama you 

can think of.  


